De novo design and characterization of a helical hairpin eicosapeptide; emergence of an anion receptor in the linker region.
De novo design of supersecondary structures is expected to provide useful molecular frameworks for the incorporation of functional sites as in proteins. A 21 residue long, dehydrophenylalanine-containing peptide has been de novo designed and its crystal structure determined. The apolar peptide folds into a helical hairpin supersecondary structure with two right-handed helices, connected by a tetraglycine linker. The helices of the hairpin interact with each other through a combination of C-H.O and N-H.O hydrogen bonds. The folding of the apolar peptide has been realized without the help of either metal ions or disulphide bonds. A remarkable feature of the peptide is the unanticipated occurrence of an anion binding motif in the linker region, strikingly similar in conformation and function to the "nest" motif seen in several proteins. The observation supports the view for the possible emergence of rudimentary functions over short sequence stretches in the early peptides under prebiotic conditions.